For Date: 05/18/2018 - Friday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-11069</td>
<td>0053</td>
<td>BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK</td>
<td>log info. only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
| Narrative: Check of area. |
| Narrative: 32-Clear, checks ok. |
| 18-11070    | 0123 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP               | Citation/Warning Issued     |
| Vicinity of: ANDOVER ST + JONSPIN RD
| Vehicle: BLK 2007 FORD EDGE Reg: PC MA 24RK94 VIN: 2FMDK36C77BB45152 |
| Narrative: Written warning for inspection sticker. |
| 18-11071    | 0131 | SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY              | log info. only              |
| Vicinity of: MAIN ST + GLEN RD
| Narrative: Checking on a male party sitting on the guardrail. |
| Narrative: 35-Units clear, checks ok. |
| 18-11072    | 0132 | SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY              | log info. only              |
| Vicinity of: [WIL 88] BURGER KING - LOWELL ST
| Vehicle: BLK 2016 FORD F150 Reg: PC MA 8DXX50 VIN: 1PTFX1EF5GFD28675 |
| Narrative: Out with a male party sleeping in a vehicle. |
| Narrative: 33-Clear, checks ok. |
| 18-11073    | 0148 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP               | Citation/Warning Issued     |
| Vicinity of: ROUTE 125 HWY + ANDOVER ST
| Vehicle: GRY 2006 TOYOT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 4NE776 VIN: 4T1BE32K26U705390 |
| Narrative: Written warning for defective equipment. |
| 18-11074    | 0159 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP               | Citation/Warning Issued     |
| Vicinity of: SHAWSHEEN AVE
| Vehicle: RED 2007 HOND UT CRV Reg: PC MA 5XL384 VIN: JHLRE487670C44761 |
| Narrative: Written warning for defective equipment. |
| 18-11075    | 0231 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP               | Citation/Warning Issued     |
| Vicinity of: I93 NB38
| Vehicle: GRY 2013 DODG GRANDC Reg: PC MA 7TB965 VIN: 2C4RDGCG3DR591840 |
| Narrative: Written warning for speed. |
18-11078  0255  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  I93 SB40
Vehicle:  BLK 2014 CHEV SILVER  Reg:  PC MA 698AGF  VIN:  3GCUKREC8EG454423
Narrative:  Written warning for speed.

18-11079  0303  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  I93 SB39
Vehicle:  WHI 2011 BMW 328  Reg:  PC MA 52MT32  VIN:  WBAPK7C58BA970133
Narrative:  Written warning for violation of move over law.

18-11080  0330  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address:  [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle:  BLK 2008 CHEV SILVER  Reg:  PC MA 6CE686  VIN:  1GCHK29658E158753
Narrative:  Written warning for defective equipment.

18-11081  0519  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Summons
Vicinity of:  [WIL 1401] SAVERS - MAIN ST
Vehicle:  GRY 2008 HOND SE CIVIC  Reg:  PC MA 6VX158  VIN:  2HGFA16958H319759
Towed:  For: Arrest/Custody By: Cains Towing
Narrative:  Criminal app issued for failure to signal and unlicensed operation.
Refer To Summons:  18-184-AR
Summons:  POSADA-DUBON, JOSUE O
Address:  2 UNIVERSITY ST  WILMINGTON, MA
Charges:  UNLICENSED OPERATION OF MV SIGNAL, FAIL TO

18-11084  0542  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  ROUTE 125 HWY
Narrative:  Assist with detail on Route 125.

18-11086  0612  ALARM, BURGLAR  cancel
Location/Address:  [WIL 1861] LAKE REGION MEDICAL - FORDHAM RD
Narrative:  Alarm called in as front door and front entry motion.
Narrative:  Cancelled enroute by alarm company.

18-11088  0700  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  DRURY LN + LOUMAC RD
Narrative:  Bus enforcement

18-11089  0715  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  MIDDLESEX AVE + PLEASANT RD
Vehicle:  GRY 2003 GMC NEWSIE  Reg:  PC MA 6NZX50  VIN:  2GTEK19T431187481
Narrative:  Written warning for inspection sticker

18-11090  0719  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  Investigated
Location/Address:  MAIN ST
Narrative:  Resident reports she heard 3 gunshots from the wooded area behind house
Narrative:
33 - checked the wooded area and also surrounding businesses, unfounded. Resident was advised to call back if she hears anything else.

18-11094  0945  ANIMAL COMPLAINT  log info. only
Vicinity of: GLEN RD
Narrative:
ACO - removed a deceased rabbit from the roadway

18-11095  0957  CITIZEN CONTACT  finish
Location/Address: COTTAGE ST
Narrative:
Property owner reporting landscaping company is on scene doing work to his property and neighbor is giving them a hard time

Narrative:
31 - issue has been resolved, spoke with homeowner at and , issue was with vehicles being parked and a couple of other issues. Peace restored.

18-11097  1002  NOTIFICATION  finish
Location/Address: COBALT ST
Narrative:
Notification for Tewksbury PD to have someone at this residence call their station

Narrative:
Message was delivered, clear

18-11098  1014  911 ABANDONED / HANGUP  log info. only
Location/Address: INDUSTRIAL WAY
Narrative:
911 call with static on the line

Narrative:
DSP spoke with a representative from the company who states the phone line is a data modem with a bad connection and they have requested Verizon fix the issue. No emergency.

18-11103  1114  ANIMAL COMPLAINT  finish
Wilmington Police Department

 Dispatch Log From: 05/18/2018 Thru: 05/18/2018 0000 - 2359 Printed: 05/21/2018

Location/Address: [WIL 161] MARKET BASKET - MAIN ST
Narrative:
  Report of ducklings weaving in and out of traffic in lot
Narrative:
  Clear, caller escorted them to woods next to bank out of harms way

18-11104  1118  911 ABANDONED / HANGUP  log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 68] ANALOG DEVICES - WOBURN ST
Narrative:
  911 abandoned
Narrative:
  DSP spoke with security who is checking the location, no emergency at this time.

18-11105  1121  911 ABANDONED / HANGUP  log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 137] WINCHESTER FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER - SALEM ST
Narrative:
  911 hangup call
Narrative:
  On call back spoke with Vera who stated no emergency, checks ok by phone

18-11106  1133  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY  finish
Vicinity of: EXIT 41 - I93SB HWY
Narrative:
  State PD reporting they had a routine traffic stop on I93SB in the area of 125/Avalon complex, male party took off on foot toward Avalon complex area. Described as a w/m, balding
Narrative:
  State PD reporting they have K9 and airwing enroute to the area, stop was I93SB just south of exit 41
Narrative:
  State PD reporting they have male party in custody
Narrative:
  32 off with State PD
Narrative:
  32 - vehicles have been moved into the Avalon complex
Narrative:
  22 off at this location
Narrative:
  22 clear, State PD has party in custody

18-11107  1159  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1035] SPEEDWAY - MAIN ST
Vehicle:
WHI 2014 CHASSI  Reg: CO MA T49343 VIN: 1FVACWDT5EHFJ4476
Narrative:
  24 off with a truck blocking traffic
Narrative:
  24 - truck has been moved along, clear

18-11108  1207  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  finish
Location/Address: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative:
  Check of the cemetery
18-11109  1224  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 225] DELROSSI, DIANE - CRYSTAL RD
Narrative:
   general audible
Narrative:
   Audible reset, possibly just had yard landscaped, checking
   with neighbor who is outside
Narrative:
   32 clear

18-11110  1246  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY  log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 1348] DALFONSO, TINA - WABASH RD
Narrative:
   31- off attempting to serve RMV paperwork to the party
   listed
Narrative:
   31- unable to serve, resident was told to have the party
   pick up the paperwork at the station later this evening

18-11111  1256  ANIMAL COMPLAINT  finish
Vicinity of: JERE RD
Narrative:
   ACO- out assisting resident with a possible animal in the
   ceiling
Narrative:
   ACO.- clear, trap was set up, will check back on Monday

18-11113  1313  Police Departmental Service  log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative:
   Serving RMV paperwork in lobby
Narrative:
   Served in hand

18-11114  1350  ANIMAL COMPLAINT  finish
Location/Address: CENTRAL ST
Narrative:
   10 day quarantine lifted

18-11115  1403  Police Departmental Service  finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
   Mail run

18-11117  1411  ANIMAL COMPLAINT  finish
Location/Address: [WIL 82] WILWOOD ST. SCHOOL - WILWOOD ST
Narrative:
   Reported to ACO, bird in classroom
Narrative:
   Clear

18-11118  1415  911 ABANDONED / HANGUP  finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1186] CONCENTRA MEDICAL - CONCORD ST
Narrative:
   911 hangup, spoke with Lee on callback checks ok
18-11120  1438  MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH  Taken/Referred to Other
Vicinity of: PRIOR TO 41 - I93NB HWY
Narrative: Multi vehicle accident with injury

18-11122  1619  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm
Vicinity of: [WIL 1074] BANDWAGON - INDUSTRIAL WAY
Narrative: entry/exit alarm

18-11123  1646  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of: MAIN ST

18-11124  1655  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: NICHOLS ST
Vehicle: GRY 1993 GMC TK SIERRA  Reg: PC MA 5Z2424  VIN: 1GTGE29K6PE524971
Narrative: 34 - written warning for unregistered vehicle, plates confiscated, Forrest towing to RO's residence.

18-11125  1656  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 1031] ANDOVER ST
Narrative: 37 - written warning for speed

18-11126  1701  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST
Narrative: Traffic enforcement.

18-11128  1710  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST
Vehicle: WHI 2013 TOYT UT HIGHLANDER  Reg: PC MA 438MW6  VIN: 5TDBK3EH6DS272171
Narrative: 37 - written warning for speed, passenger (RO) given verbal warning for failure to notify RMV of address change.

18-11129  1721  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: ANDOVER ST
Vehicle: WHI 2013 CHRY SE 300  Reg: PC MA 178YJ5  VIN: 2C3CCA5G2DH685568
18-11131 1733  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2015 AUDI 4D Q5 Reg: PC MA 62RM58 VIN: WA1CFAFPXFA057096
Narrative: 37 - written warning for speed

18-11132 1743  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: SALEM ST + ANTHONY AVE
Narrative: Traffic enforcement.

18-11133 1747  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SALEM ST + ANTHONY AVE
Vehicle: BLU 2010 FORD SE FUSION Reg: PC MA 863RA9 VIN: 3FADP0L34AR132706
Narrative: 29 - written warning for speed, citation adult seatbelt.

18-11134 1759  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SALEM ST + ANTHONY AVE
Vehicle: BLK 2016 TOYt SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 3AC772 VIN: 2T1BURHE4GC630380
Narrative: 37 - written warning for speed

18-11135 1800  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SALEM ST + ANTHONY AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2003 LEXS SE ES300 Reg: PC MA 7573HT VIN: JTHBF30G430103706
Narrative: 29 - written warning for speed

18-11136 1806  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SALEM ST + ANTHONY AVE
Vehicle: BRO 2005 TOYt SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 6HVW20 VIN: 4T1BE32K85U089547
Narrative: 37 - written warning for speed

18-11137 1815  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 1643] RIGAKU RAMAN TECHNOLOGIES - UPTON DR
Narrative: Multiple zones, hallway, front office, and entry motion.
Narrative: 32 - accidental by employee

18-11139 1837  NOTIFICATION finish
Location/Address: SALEM ST
Narrative: Malden PD requesting an officer make contact with the registered owner of a vehicle belonging to this address.
Narrative:
32 - spoke to stepfather, obtained female party's phone number and new address in Lawrence. Dispatch called female party and gave her Officer's name and phone number.

18-11141 1912 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILWOOD ST
Narrative:
33 - check of cemetery
Narrative:
33-Clear, checks ok.

18-11142 2026 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: LOWELL ST + STROUP AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2017 CADI XT5 Reg: PC MA 794DD4 VIN: 1GYKNER1E2198245
Narrative:
37 - verbal for failure to obey DPW signs

18-11143 2032 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: CONCORD ST + LOPEZ RD
Vehicle: WHI 2013 NISS UT XTERRA Reg: PC MA 373SW1 VIN: 5N1AN0NWXDN823011
Narrative:
37 - written warning for red light violation

Refer To Incident: 18-508-OF

18-11146 2122 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
32 - check of town hall

18-11148 2200 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Investigated
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Narrative:
Report of erratically operating black pickup, no plate or make given.
Narrative:
Billerica and Tewksbury PD notified.
Narrative:
Caller reporting vehicle last seen taking a left onto 129.
Narrative:
37 - out with black pickup in lot of West Intermediate. Teenage male operator, claims he came from Chestnut St. Checks ok.

18-11149 2203 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY Vehicle Towed
Location/Address: HIGH ST
Vehicle: BLK 2004 CADI SE CTS Reg: PC MA 9EB554 VIN: 1G6DM577040157610
18-11151 2237 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Narrative: 37 - check of footpath.
Narrative: 37 - clear, all quiet.

18-11152 2303 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAK ST
Narrative: Check of the beach.
Narrative: clear.

18-11153 2310 PARKING COMPLAINT log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 80] SHAWSEEN SCHOOL - SHAWSEEN AVE
Vehicle: BLU 2005 GMC UT ENVY Reg: PC MA 6YK328 VIN: 1GKDT13S95Z2222023
Narrative: Vehicle parked in the lot.

18-11154 2314 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SALEM ST + ANTHONY AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2016 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 533NH6 VIN: 1HGCP2F56GA210531
Narrative: Written warning for speed.

18-11155 2336 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY log info. only
Vicinity of: WALTHAM ST
Vehicle: YEL 2012 INTL VN BOX TRUCK Reg: AP TX K062044 VIN: 1HTMMAAL1CH457610
Narrative: TT unit with its lights on, upon further investigation the operator is sleeping inside it for the night. He was advised to keep the truck off and not to idle in this area.